eDIL has three search functions to choose from:

**Search**
- Basic Search
- Advanced Search

**Browse**
For Basic Search, type your search word into the box right under the taskbar and press return or click on "Go!" at the right end of the search field.

Search Results

Your search returned 112 results.

adbal

Adj o, à, pl. aidhbi, see Thurn. Gramm. § 353. Also spelt adbol, adbul. great, mighty, vast: ind firög... co norddan adbil (adbul, adhbbhui v. fl.) 'with vast dignity', Thes. ii 328.1 (Hy. iv.). it aidibi fiad scoraib / prígad Christ... they are grand', Féil. Prol. 81... is adbul a cobair 'vast is their aid', July 28... is adbul a pian, LU 2172 (FA § 25). is adbul... γ is dirim faile... unire nime, 2124 (ib § 19). is adbul... is ingnad fria innisin sudugid inna catrac, 2074 (ib § 15). adbul fisí armothó i., mor int aslingi atchondarc, LL 280a10 (IT i 162.5.). adhbal rea n-innisí, ZCP viii 204.26. rí nime... γ rí adbul firm 'mighty', Éiri iii 143 § 3. brón inion fhadhbail (epithet of a saint), Arch. iii 219 § 1. talam-chumscugad adbul ingnath, PH 36. gotha aidhbi enlait[n]he, Anec. ii 24 § 9. re-nuall... o shlessbi adbul PH 471. buidhni sii Adhamad adbai 'the hosts of Adam's vast seed', Éiri iii 29 § 3. na piana ai[d]bli ií 'the many vast pains', § 2. na dorneman aichbhi fil for P., TTr.² 240. tri locha aidhbi ammass, Leb. Gab. 64.1. cosin mBóind m-bánadbail, LL 1025. bretha. [wondrous in judgement], IT iii 57.1. a Murias, maoin adhbbhui oll, / coire an Daghda... Keats, i 210. y. Equative: aidblitheir leó bid torandchleis, BDD² 511. fí nimib ní rabe bed mac nAine aidblitheir one as powerful as the son of A., Alt. Ir.
If you think that the word you are looking for constitutes a **headword**, you can access the headword directly by ticking the box "Headword Only?" at the right of the search field.

---

Image of a web page from eDIL (eDigital Irish Language Dictionary) with a search bar containing the word "failte". The search results include information about the word "failte", with a focus on its usage and etymology in Irish and Latin.
Diacritics will be ignored, so a search for 'ban' will return bán, bān and ban.

**ban**

Cite This Entry: dil.ie/5320

bán

Cite This Entry: dil.ie/5321

Forms: bainthir

n for compds. beg. with ban- not given in this section see ben.

adj o, â

To widen the search you can perform a **wild card** search by replacing any element of the word with an asterisk (*). For example, a search for 'br*n' will find bráen, broinn, Brain, brón, etc.

---

n (brac) expld. as glove: bracand i. lámand, Corm. Y 193, Corm. Tr. 27 (‘sleeve (?)).
The Browse search function provides a list of all headwords in eDIL. Clicking on a letter will list all headwords beginning with this letter. See below for further search options in Browse.
If you type your search term into the search box to the left of the letters, the display will move to the headword which matches the search term most closely.
Click on the word you are looking for when it comes into view. The selected word and the 10 entries which follow it will appear.
This allows choosing from various specific fields

Clicking on the arrow will open a menu
To restrict results to a particular field, enter a term in the box and select from the menu below:

Definition restricts the search to definitions.
Citation restricts the search to citations from texts.
Translation restricts it to translations of citations where given.
Inflected Forms will search the inflected forms which are frequently given at the start of entries.

In the search interface, the term 'atomriug' has been entered into the search field. The search results include information about the term, including its forms and meanings.
eDIL allows for various searches in the field *Grammatical*, some of which can be combined. For example, the search options **Part of Speech** and **Stem** can be combined in searching for *adjective + i-stem* (more than 400 results).
The field Language allows to filter for e.g. Latin words in eDIL.

Your search returned 16 results.

1 a

Cite this: eDIL s.v. 1 a or dil ie/2
Forms: a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a

1 aicned

Cite this: eDIL s.v. 1 aicned or dil ie/808
Forms: aicnedh, aicnadh, aigeanta, a, a, aicned, aicniud, aigenta

(a) inherent quality, essence, nature: combad a, nindib a nool gc. naturalis 'that the evil is natural in them', Mi. 76a11. a, ind reto, 20a19. tó mór aicned. 20a20. folisighir as níshel in doinacht iar náincid. 25c5. atgileann aicned fessin air is innu foidbheachta frisín bocht. 61a8. fri a. inna deachta. 67c12. ní ó aicned na céite tuiltean act is o aicned peitcho doforechaisam o adam g. aicned. eramus natura filli Irae, Wb. 21b4. firmac aicned ni a uccu gl. fillus meus es tó. 32b6. an docht uund a as a. and, Sg. 21b7b2. ba tresa aicned will was stronger than nature. LU 10730. seachta aicned dúnle preternaturally. RC ii 402 § 43. I nd-eondacht aicned, i tréadach tó mór, Th ii 2555. a airbeadh, a.